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Listen to KU NM

WAC Meet to See Great Action
6Y NOOLEY REINHEARDT

The Western Athletic Conference Invitational indoor track
meet here Saturday night well see
all six conference schools entered
in what could well be a repeat
performance of last year's out-

door championships or a preview
of this year's championship.
Last year the WAC title boiled
down to head to head competition
between New Mexico and Brigham Young with the Lobos taking
the crown. The indoor meet here
looks to be between those same
two squads.
UNM coach Hugh Hackett is
expected to enter a 21-man-team
headlined by two mile whiz
George Scott. Scott, the WAC
cross-country champion· and two•
mile outdoor champion, ran a

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line nd., 65t-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
mllllt be submitted by noon on day befor"
publication to Room '159, Student Publications BuildingJ or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
FOR SALE
1953 PLYMOUTH sedan. Make offer. See
at3718 Second NW. Telephone 243-5710.
2/6, 9, 10.
BEAUTIFUL $150.00 Tuxedo, size 42.
Worn once. $65.00. Terms. 1709 Sigma
Chi NE. 2/6, 9, 10.
FAMOUS Personality Posters, 2\f'x3V.,',
McQueen. Peter Fonda, Brando, Lenny
Bruee_ Mno, Fields. Allen Ginsburg,
Finstein. .Dylan, Rolling Stones, New..
man. Clint Eastwood plus more, send
for Jist. Shipping anywhere in U.S.
prepaid. 1 poster $1.75, 2 posters $3.00,
3 posters $4.26. Madam Butterfly's Gift
Shop, 4609 E. Colfax, Denver Colorado
80220.
FOR RENT
ROOKS for nmt for women atudents~ 5
blocks from UNM. For detallo, call 2685866.
.
ROOM and Board-waD·to-wall cal')leting,
weeklY maid service, heated swimming
pool, delicious food, close to oampus. As
little as $26.75 a week. The College Inn,
303 Ash St. NE. 243-2881. 2/6, 9, 10.
EFFICIENCY apartment., 1 block w""t of
UNM, $79.60 to $85.00 all utiliti"" paid.
Some with improvement.. Furnished, off·
street parking. Call Sam Cooper, 265.
8571, eves. 842-8280. Caird-Norris Realty.
2/6, 9, 10.
LARGE apartment, 2 bedroom, new furnishings, ellicieney kitchen. All utilities included. Call Sam Cooper, 265-8571, eves.
842·8280. Caird-Norris Realty. 2/6, 9, 10.
PERSONALS
MYRNA, come bome.. I got a copy of the
Juggler at Room 159, Stndent Publica·
tiorus Bldg. 25¢

9;05.0 last Saturday in the San
Diego Indoor Invitational edging
New Zealand's Dave Sir!, Southern California''S John Link, and
BYU's Bob Richards.
Richards is to compete here
Saturday and is the man most

likely to give Scott a run for his
money.
Hackett will enter Steve Caminiti and Harold Bailey in both ·
the 60 yard high and low hurdles
and George Loughridge in the
lows only
Bernie Rivers and Rene Matison will head :the New Mexico
'Sprint contingent. Both will run
the 60-yard-dash and Matison Will ·
head the mile relay followed by :
Clark Mitchell, Art Baxter, and ~
Ken Head. Matison will be the
only New Mexico entry in the 440. ~
The preliminaries--in the long ·
jump, high and low hurdles, triple
jump, and the 60-yard~dash wilh
be held in. th~ l}fternoon with the •
p'ole. vault start~~g 'the"'evening :
sesston _at 7.. _ .;._< ...~~-=----,.~...... - ·:~P !
· The track at '1'inltlC:Y"'Coliseum •
has been complE:tely;.re-co-ndition- :
ed, and rebl!ilt ~vhere necessary' :
£or the 15 event meet. · · ··" , ' · ·
, Even with UNM lithletic cards,;
students will have to buy a one,
dollar ticket ~Q, .sg!'l the meet.
l
' The New Mexico eDt%-y ·t.Si.. 'iricludea:

The next general meeting of
the Sitzmarkers Ski Club will be
a Valentine's Par:ty at 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 14 at the Western Skies.
There will be continuous taped
music for daiicliig.
_ ,
There will also be a discussion
of possible future ski trips to
Red River, Taos, and Purgatory.
Everyone is invited to the Western Skies for the meeting and
Valentine's Day Party.

Sanitone Professional
DRY CLEANING
pill•

FAST two-way radio
Pick-up & Delivery

HELP WANTED
MAP wanted by :fn!ahman to lind the
Juggler at Room 159. Stndent Publications Bldg. 25¢.

SERVICES

TYPEWRITER sales A aerricm, all makm.
20 per cent discount with thia ad. Free
pickup A delivery. E A E Tnlewriter

Call 243-5671 today!

Serviee, 2217 Coal SE. Phone 243-4G88.

IF YOU CAN

•

60 High Hurdles-Harold Bailey, Steve
Caminiti.
60 Dash-Rene Matison, Bernie Rivers.
60 Low Hurdles-Steve Caminiti, George
Loughridge, Harold Bailey.
Triple Jump-Art Baxter, Bill Forsyth.
Pole Vault-Jon Caffey, Joe Powdrell,
Doan Lehman.
Shot Put-Mike Jeffrey,
Mile Run-Web Loudnt, Adrian DeWindt.

Write amusing satire
(or any other kind)
Dre~v.~hilariou$

IS THE WORD

ing verbs."
"Under the program I am pro•l)osing the school would offer
courses on the culture of a country so you would get to know the
people and the place, not just
the language," Van Dresser said.
"I'm not knocking the language but I think it would be of
more benfit to the student to
learn about the country," he said.
"I hope that a small amount of
the courses could consist of a conversational language enough so
if a student went to Germany or
other country he could get
JaJIOnl!:," Van Dresser said.
school would not have too
much trouble finding instructors
because most of the people who
teach language are already familiar with the countries," he said.

Monday, February 13, 1967
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U.S. to Postpone
Viet Nom Strikes
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Manchester Defends Book
William Manchester had defended his book before a nationwide broadcast audience. Concerning one alleged inaccuracy, he
said "eyewitnesses are sometimes
mistaken."

-a-

Our representative will be on your campus soon.
Contact your placement director to make an interview
appointment. Or write for a brochure outlining more
specific areas of job opportunity to Mr. J, B. Kuhn,
Manager of University Recruitment, Celanese
'Corporation, 522 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036.

CHEMICALS •

FIBERS • PLAStiCS •

An Equal Opportunity Employer (Mil. F)

COATINGS • PETROLEUM • FOREST PRODUCTS
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RETURNED PEACE CORPS volunteers who will be on the UNM campus this week are shown ex•
amining a copy of the new abridged Peace Corps aiJp!ication form. They are (from left); Mike Riley,
Ree Hiley, Kay Byers, and Chris Byers. The returned volunteers will have an information booth in the
Union lobby from 8 to 5 every day this week. (LOBO photo by Pawley.)

More Cold in North, Midwest
Severe winter cold, with temperatures plunging far below zero
covered the upper midsection of
the nation yesterday.

To Contact UNM Students

The second semester bowling
bowling leagues in the UNM
games area wil ]begin today. The
two mens intramural leagues will
be on the same nights as in the
past: dorms and independents on
Monday night and the fraternities
on Thursday night.
There are two faculty-staff-student leagues. The Tuesday night
league is well established, and at
the present it has twelve teams.
Because of the overflow in this
league, the games area is attempting to form a second league
on Sunday night, starting at
6:30.
Both of these leagues are mixed
foursomes and students, faculty,
and staff are welcome. Guests or
friends are welcome in these two
leagues. The fee each night is
$1.25 per person. All leagues will
start at 6:30.

There is no obligation involved
in applying. Applications will be
sent to Washington for processing
and returned in 6 to 12 weeks, informing the applicant of the programs available to him.
The returned volunteers will be
visiting classrooms on campus
this week to speak to prospective
volunteers with the permission of
the dean or chairman of the department.
Good Faculty Response
Mike Riley said to the LOBO last
night that he was pleased with
the response of the UNM faculty
in regard to the recent controversy over the closing of the
training center here.
·
Riley explained that most Peace
Corps training is now done overseas, in an effort to integrate the
volunteer into the way of life of
his host country. The training
centers are usually universities
in foreign countries working under the same contract system
used at UNM until this year.
About 70 people attended the
Peace Corps information film,

"One Step at a Time" shown Friday night in the Union theater~
Of these, all but two were seniors
and graduate students many of
whom indicated interest in applying to the Peace Corps.

"

Ernst & Ernst, a nationwide
certified public accounting firm,
ha'S given the College of Business
Administration at UNM a $500
,scholarship for an accounting
:student and a $200 grant to be
used for accounting programs in
the College.
F. J. Brandiger, Albuquerque
manager for Ernst & Ernst, said
his company plans to make similar
grants to the College in the future, probably at thTce-yeal" intervals.
The scholarship will go to a
full-time student majoring in acJ.,..
counting, either an undergraduate
at the upperclass level, or a graduate student working for a master's degree. Recipients will be
chosen by the College th1·ough its
scholarship committee.
The grant for the accounting
area may be used fot• library acquisitions, supplies, promotional
materials, or other activities in
support of accounting programs,
Dean Howard V. Finston said.

'

•
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Newman Center Lenten Programs
.Feature Bible Vigil and Lecture

In regard to the new coupon
system and the new double cup,
now being used, Mr. Bierbaum
said that it was working out just
fine, He said that they average
240 refunds during any normal
day, and 50 on the weekends. They
sell from 80 to 90 double cups a
day. He said that for every 15
cups that are serv2d, three are
redeemed and one double cup is
sold.
He pointed out that last year
under the free refill progt•am the
Union gave away about 80,000
cups of coffee. Undet• the new program he said that they would
average about the same. The coupon system wo1•ks as follows:
There are a variety of about 100

A series of Lenten programs designed to encourage a new spirit
of "doing something positive and
worthwhile during Lent" has been
announced by Dr. Joseph Zavadil,
the acting head of the English
Department at UNM and a faculty advisor for the Newman Center.
The series, which began Sunday, Feb. 12, with a Bible Vigil,
has the following programs remainiug: Feb. 19, slide lecture by
Father Blase Schauer from the
N"wman Center at .New Mexico

different numbers. The first coupon is good from 7 a.m. until 3
p.m., and another one from 3 p.m.
until closing time. In this way two
numbers are used in one day.
Mr. Bierbaum also said that the
cup and saucer are still available
for those who prefer it.
As you can see there is quite
a bit ittvolved in making even a
single cup o£ coffffee. At the pres·
ent time, according to Mr. Bierbaum, it costs between 4 and 4%
cents to make a single cup of
coffee.
However, Mr •. Bierbaum said
"the college student isn't quite the
coffee drinker he used to be. But
at the rate of three tons a year,
I'd say he was doing pretty good."

State on "Lent and the Liturgy"';
Feb. 26, Discussion geared to action on the social issue of poverty
in the community; March 4, a
communal celebration of the Sacrament of Penance; March 11,
Choral Reading of the Book of
Job; March 18, Morality Play.
Terry Calvani, program supervisor for the Newman Club, said
that the whole program was for
the purpose of accomplishing a
f1 esh outlook on "what Christianity really is.'' He also mentioned
that the driving force behind the
program was the newly formed
Liturgical Committee at the Newmatt Center.
Zavadil attd Calvani urged students and public alike to attend
the programs and stressed espe-;cially the Feb. 26 session on poverty in the community.
All of the programs are scheduled for Sunday evenings at 7:00
p.m. at the Newman Center.

UNM to Sponsor
Concert Pianist
Lelia GousseaU, a French concert pianist, will be in Albuquerque Feb. 25 for her first Southwest performance.
Sponsored by the University of
New Mexico music department,
she will play at 8:15 p.m. in the
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Center.

....
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"I think it wolild make it more interesting for, them."
Van Dresser said that he had
talked to son\e of the instructors
in the language department and
they agreed that this type of approach would make it easier and
more interesting for them. "They
dont like the idea of just standing
up in front of the board and
teaching .grammar." Van Dresser
added.
Chairman of the language department, Raymond MacCurdy,
declined comment on the possibility of getting such a change until he had .all the facts and coull!.,
look at the program.
Dean of Arts and Sciences,
Hoyt Trowbrige, was unavailable
for comment but at last year's
Conference on the University, he
said, "No immediate change is
likely."
Trowbridge, when asked last
year about the validity of the
language requirements said, "It
is difficult to review, it will take
at least a year or two to complete
a study. Any changes to come
from the study would take four
or five years to initiate, Trowbridge said.
He called the matter, "a painful
debate placing scholarly attainment and liberal education aginst
utility and ease.''

Every Sunday

Coffeemaking Big Business at UNM
, skill to continue to make a good
By TOM GARCIA
cup of coffee, and much is involved
How many cups of coffee does in pleasing the "professional cofthe New Mexico Union serve in fee drinker.
one year? Well, we can put it this
He said that the Union uses the
way, if you and a friend came in coffee the students prefer and of·
every morning and had a cup of ten runs tests to see what brand
coffee, and snitched a couple more they like best.
during the day, you would have
He added that whether the stu·
enough to last you for 200 years. dent realizes it or not he is getIn other words about 292,000 cups ting a much better cup of coffee in
a year.
the plastic urns, now being used,
Coffecmaking is big business in than in the usual cup and saucer.
the New Mexico Union, and is the He pointed out that in a cup, cofsingle ntost important item, In an fee will get older and will loose
average day, by 10:30 in the its flavor faste1•. In the plastic
morning the Union will have gone
urns, on the other hand, coffee
through 19 pounds of coffee.
Mr. William Biet·baum, director will stay hotter nnd will retain
of the Union says that it takes a its flavor fot• a much longer time.

!

Scholarships Given
By Ernst &Ernst

\

Four returned Peace Corps volunteers will be on the UNM campus this week to contact seniors
and graduate students who are interested in applying to the Peace
Corps.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Riley and
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Byers will be
available at an information booth
in the Union to hand out information leaflets and application
blanks, and to make appointments
for the Modern Language Aptitude Test, the only entrance examination required of college seniors and graduate students.
The volunteers are mainly interested in contacting seniors and
graduate students because few
Peace Corps programs at·e open
to undergraduates. However, undergraduates with agl"icultural,
horticultu1•al, or forestry service
experience are needed everywhere.
Serve in 18 Countries
Any seniot•s and graduates intetestcd in serving in one of the
22 programs available in 18 countries are urged to fill out an ap·
plication form and take the test.

.,
(
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Four Peace Corps Members

Starting Times Set
For League Bowling
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Terrorists, Troops Fight in Aden
In the British protectorate of
Aden Arab terrorists fought
with troops and ;police in the
third day of violence blamed on
two terrorist organizations.

--

Youth isn't wasted on the young. And the young don't
waste their time at Celanese.

Accountants, Chemists, ChEs, MEs, Physicists, MBAs

.•. ..;....
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Our top people are never old-fashioned about any new
idea, whether it comes from middle management or
from our youngest college grad. We have a master plan
and the vitality to make it work. Marketing is way-out
and zeroed right in. Finance knows that we have better
things to do with our money than let it grow barnacles ...
shelled out $465 million in capital expenditures
over the last 3 years. In the scientific department, we
combine technical insight with an unusual grasp of
marketing dynamics.
Thinking young explains how we chalked-up one of the
most impressive corporate rebuilding jops in recent
history. How we turned what was basically a one-product
business into a solid and diverse international corporation
dealing in chemicals, miracle fibers, plastics, paints,
petroleum and forest products. How we multiplied sales
5 fold in 10 years. How we now have 100 plants in the
U.S., Canada, Latin America, Europe, Africa and Asia.
Possibly we could afford to relax a little. But success
make~ young blood run even faster.
Which means that the ambitious college grad couldn't
fine! a more provocative opportunity anywhere else in
American industry.

•·,,

By United Press International
The United States is postponing any resumption of air strikes
on North Viet Nam. When the
four-day Lunar New Year truce
ended, operations resumed in the
South. But there was no indication when air raids would begin
again on the North.

w
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Ceose~Fire Over;

ELAN ESE
The JUGGLER-Pronounced the best college humor magazine
in the whole world by an independent research facility.

ricula Changes Committee will be gated," Van Dressel" said.
asked to investigate the possibiliThe proposal would be to ask
ty of making changes in language the College of Arts and Sciences
requirements for graduations said to substitute courses in the cuiStudent Senators Baker Morrow tures of different countries as an
and Steven Van Dresser.
alternative to the four semesters
"The whole thing is still up in of language now required," he
the air, the committee will prob- said. "I think it is a good idea
ably be formed and I'm going to because it would give students a
propose a bill asking that the chance to learn about the country
language requirements be:_l~·n~v~e:::st~i:_--~a~n~d~n~o~t~ju~s~t~s~i~t4;~~~

-----------------------===~~~
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IS LOOKING FOR YOU!

By BOB STOREY
Investigation of the possibility
of substituting foreign cultures
courses as an alternative for the
foreign languages 1·equirements
fo1· graduation in the College of
Arts and Sciences may be one of
the programs of a proposed student government committee.
The newly .proposed committee
to be called the Program and Cur-

PIZZA

.artwork
· ·Sell deadly
··serious
advertising

v

;l-anguage Requirements May Be Studied

MR. G's

High Jump-George Lo11ghridge, Vic
Moore.
600 Yd. Run-Ken Head.
440 Yd. Run-Rene Matison.
2 Mile Run-George Scott, Bob Nannbu:a.
1000 Yd. Run-Pat Cox, Web Loudat.
880 Yd. Run-Clark Mitchell.
Mile Relay-Rene Matison, Clark Mitche11. Art Baxter. Ken Head.

Long juniP-Ira Robinson.- .

Sitzmarkers Skiers
Plan Special Party- .. ·

Jf..,Jqow

Friday, February 10, 1967

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Geography Lecture
Dr. Iven Bennett of the UNM
Geography Department will address a meeting of the Geography
Club in Room 250 B of the Union
at 8 p.m. tomorrow. Dr, Bennett
will discuss his researqh in climatology as head of the Army's
Natick Laboratory,

Patronize

Most of the entering freshmen
at UNM this fall came from middle class homes and had betterthan-average records in high
school,
These points and a large volume
of other data were gathered by
the American Council on Education's Office ·of Research in a
study of 254,480 beginning students at 307 institutions across
the nation. A total of 1759 UNM
freshman answered the survey
questionnaire. The norms established from their answers are, in

Physics Club

4'British Schools
Offer Programs
The Institute of International
Education announces that it is
accepting applications of candidates for 1967 summer study in a
joint program offered by the Universities of Birmingham, London,
Oxford and Scotland. A limited
number of SC!holarships are being
offered t{) qualified Americans. All
programs are administered by the
liE.
Studies Varied
The summer school opportunities in Great Britain include a
choice·· of subjects and historical
periods, with study to be carried out at the appropriate uni.versity concerned, The study of
Shakespeare and Elizabethan
drama will be offered at Stratford~upon-Avon by the Univer•
sity of Birmingham; the history,
literature and arts of England
from 1870 to the present day will
.. ~ taught at the University of
Oxford; Victorian literature at
the University of London; and
British history, philosophy. and
literature from 1688 to 1832 ..at
the University of Edinburgh in
Scotland.
Dates Listed
The Universities of Birmingham, Oxford, and Edinburgh will
hold their sessions from July 3
to August 111 the University of
London, from July 12 to August
18. Fees, which include room,
board and tuition, will be $336 at
the Universities of Birmingham,
London and Oxford; and $322 at
the University of Edinburgh,
Courses for all four university
summer sessions are designed for
graduate
students,
including
teachers in universities and
schools. Undergraduates who will
have completed their junior year
by the time the summer school
opens may apply. The British
schools are recognized for credit
at American universities.
Information Available
Further information and ap·
plications for these British summer sessions may be obtained
from the Counseling Division,
Institute of International Education, 809 United Nations Plaza,
New York, N.Y. 10017. Completed
scholarship applications must be
received at the Institute by March
1; applications for admission by
March 31, 1967. Travel arrangements to and from Europe are the
responsibility of each student.

for U.S. Bus Trip

Makers
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

WANT TO TEACH IN SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA?

CENTRAL SE

in teaching grades kindergarten through six. Contact the place-

Guaranteed 30 Minute Delivery

ment office for an appointment.

247-8777

Bow to
make
the most
ola
hard·won
EE
degree

Look first at the challenges offered
by LTV Electrosystems. Examine
the career opportunity with the
same care and objectivity you
would bring to an experiment in physics.
Evaluate the creative challenge, the chances
for advancement, the benefits, the educationa! opportunities, the
company's growth pattern
and the location. Relate
the potential to what you want
and what you like. After all, you've spent the past
several years developing your talents and your tastes.
You should recognize a worthwhile opportunity when
you see one. We
think you'll find
a special prom·
ise waiting for
you at LTV Electrosystems. Our primary business is
the design and development of highly sophisticated,
major electronic systems with a wide range of
ground, air, sea and space applications. For the full story, talk it over
with our representative when he
visits your campus.

.

Opportunities exist at our Garland, Greenville and Dallas, Texas, facilities.

Our engineering representatives will be on campus

Engineers 'Receive
Electronics Grant

FEBRUARY 14

Please contact your placement office for appointment.

GARLAND DIVISION / GREENVILLE DIVISION / CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS COMPANIES

LTV ELECTROSVSTEIVIS, INC.
A

SUSSIDIAFIV OF L.ING-T£MOO-VOUGJHT', INC:.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

listen to KUNM

most cases, parallel to the national norms.
Slightly Below Average
For example, 10.2 per cent of
the New Mexico students came
from families with incomes between $15 1000 and $20,000 annually. The national summary
showed 10.7 per cent of the students coming from homes with an
income in that range.
Slightly more than '1'1 per cent
of the UNM freshmen had high
school records averaging between
C-plus and B-plus. Nationally the
figure was 70.8 per cent. Among
the UNM beginners, 14.4 per cent
had achieved records of A-minus
or A. Nationally, the percentage
stood at 21.7,
The summary shows that many
of the entering freshmen at UNM
were active participants and often
leaders in high school student activities. Twenty-one per cent had
been elected president of a student organization. Forty-fourplus per cent of the boys had

The American Field Service is
taking applications for its annual bus trip chaperons. Some
lilO positions are open for persons interested in touring the
United States approximately a
month with a group of foreign
students.
All living and travel expenses
will be paid by AFS, including
A few single admission tickets
bus fare to point of departure and to the regular Albuquerque Symreturn from end point, Washing- phony Orchestra concert on Feb.
ton, D.C. Dates for the excursion 15 are available to UNM students
are from late June until mid-July. at half price, $1.75 or $2.00. Irene
80 Buses to Be Used
Jordan, soprano, is soloist, Bernie
This year there will be about Thomas, Director of the Albu80 buses carrying 35 to 40 stu- querque Little Theatre is narrator.
dents and two chaperons on each.
. The Ralph Berkowitz Concerto
There will be stops in six or more Concert scheduled for Feb. 22 will
U.S. communities including New consist of Beethoven's Concerto
York City, and ending with Wash- No.5 and Brahms Concerto No.2.
ington, D.C. The purpose of this Tickets are priced at $5., $4., $3.,
bus trip is to show the foreign $2. and are now available at the
student the variety and breadth Concert Hall Box Office.
of the country, its industry, and
its people, before he starts return ! ~
trip to his own nation.
MR. G's
Qualifications Listed
Chaperon applicants must be
21-30 years old, completed the
junior year, a U.S. citizen, and
in excellent health. Maturity, ,
IS TH!= WORD

Tickets Available
For U. Students

A representative from the Oxnard School District will be on cam-

""

Three juniors in the UNM electrical engineering department
have been awarded scholarships
or grants, according to Dr. C. T.
Grace1 llssistant dean.
The
Hewlett-Packard-Neely
Sales Division Scholarships for
1966-67 have been awarded to
James FJagstead and Donald
Dreesen. The Western Electronic
Education Fund . grant has been
awarded to Donald Jones.

Choperons Asked

pus on Thursday, February 16 to interview applicants interested

Page
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U. Freshmen Smarter, Study Says

Lobo Advertisers

The Physics Club will tour part
of the Sandia Base Tuesday afternoon Feb. 14 from 1:15 to 4. The
toU!' will consist of visiting the
·holography, laser radar, and
health physics divisions. All members will meet at the Physics and
Astronomy building at 12:45. Attendence will be restricted to club
members only.

LAURA:LOY, left, has selected by the UNM Navy ROTC as its
queen f11r the annual Military Ball held at the Kirtland Officer's
Club while Suzanne Ralls was the Air Force choice, Navy attendants were Janice Jensen and Debbie Owens. Bobbie Harris and
Rose Tagliaferrtattended Miss Ralls.

'Mt:mda:y, February 13, 1967
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qualities
tested
by a
sense
of will
humor,be and
leadership
screening committee. Selection
will be ·based on the applicant's
geographical proximity to starting points and the num}Jer of applicants in a given area.
·Further information and application blanks may be obtained
from Marilyn Muldoon, 1825 Sigma Chi Rd., or phone 243-6011.

earned a letter in varsity sport.
A total of 26.9 per cent were
members of a scholastic honor
society. A-nother 16.1 per cent
had had original writing published.
The students ·were asked to indicate their probable major fields
of study. As was the case nationally, the most popular fields at
UNM were engineering, education
and pre-professional courses.
Students Consider Goals
In answer to a question about
what goals they considered essential or, at l~ast very important, 68.5 per cent of the UNM
freshmen and 67.7 per cent of the
students responding nationally
selected this answer: to "be an
authority in my field." A total
of 44.5 per cent at UNM and 43.8
per cent nationally indicated they
wished to obtain recognition from
their peers.
Exactly the same number at
UNM indicated that becoming
very well off fiinancially was a
very important objective. In the
national study, 44.7 chose this as
an essential goal.
Students Rate Themselves
In a self-rating section of the
survey, 68.1 per cent of the UNM
freshmen rated themselves above
average academically. Across the
nation, 68.6 so rated themselves.
A sizable 33.9 per cent at UNM
and 36.8 per cent nationally expressed no concern about financ-

ing their education; 57.7 per cent
at U'NM and 56.0 per cent nationally expressed some concern
about this matter; and 8.4 per
cent of the UNM beginners and
7.2 per cent nationally expressed
major concern about finances.
Parental Aid High
The students indicated by their
answers that parental aid was the
most prevalent source of funds:
54.5 per cent (UNM); 64.1 per
cent (national).
The students were also questioned about their attitudes
towards their college. At UNM
76.1 per cent said they believe
UNM builds poise; 45.5 per cent
indicated they thought students
were "like numbers in a book";
48.9 per cent said students academic calibre is high; and 53,6
per cent said there is keen competition for grades.
Questions A-bout
Personal Behavior
They were asked a long series
of questions about personal behavior during the past year, from
drinking beer to missing classes.
A slightly higher percentage of
UNM freshmen admitted to
drinking beer (58.9, UNM; 55.1,
national), but the UNM freshman
had a better class attendance
record. Only 17.9 per cent said
they had overslept and missed
class last year. Among their contemporaries nationally the rate
was 20.1 per cent,

·limuW!iHiiiiimimiMmmiWmiHiiiiiiHiiiiimi
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Minnesota Singers
Plan Concert Here
The 65-member Concordia Choir
of Moorhead, Minnesota will appear at the UNM Concert Hall tonight for a capella performance of
the works of Bach and pre-Bach
composers.
The concert is sponsored by the
Lutheran Student Center. Tickets
are available at Riedling's downtown, local Lutheran churches,
and the Concert Hall ticket office.
Adult admission is $2 and student admission is $1. The concert
begins at 8:15 p.m.
Director Paul Christiansen announced that the program will
range ft·om Bach motets to international folk melodies. The Concordia Choir singers won acclaim
on a t•eccnt tour of Europe where
they performed at the Brussels
World's Fair and the Vienna
Music Festival.

Fellowship Proposed
For Math Students
Three UNM students are listed
among those recommended for
graduate fellowships as the result
of their high standing in the William
Putnam
Intercollegiate
Mathematics Competition last November.
.
Receiving recommendatiOns were
Robert Leroy Mercer, Robert Eliot
Adler, and Robert Wayne Myers.
All thre!l are juniors at UNM.
Mercer 1\nd Adler were also
member~ of the UNM team of
three which finished 22nd among
the 208 tea~s in the November
conte$t. The third man on the
UNM team was Larry Dean Gass•
man.

J '

SS396
And a new Turbo Hydra-Matic transmission for the driving man.
If you get tired of shifting, put it in "D":
Even a driving man's man can get tired
of clutching and shifting in a traffic
jam. But there are times when you want
:to .stir your gears by hand. A dilemma!
Until now, that is. Now you can order
Turbo Hydra-Matic in the 55 396. It's
MAfiJC Of UCELU:Nct

an automatic transmission you cah shift
-really shift-for yourself. Feeling lazy?
Slip the selector into Drive and relax.
Want to play expert? So make beautiful
music on the gearbox. In the Chevelle
for the driving man, it's up to you.

THE QUICK-SIZE '67 CHEVELLE-Now at your Chevrolet dealer's
\
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LET'S NOT HAVE ANOTHER NAGASAKI

~ . . . · THE ATOMIC BOMB Casualty Commission, 'specially appointed by the National Acadeiny of :Science has released a
report spanning·lW years of research about long range effects
.. on the health of Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic bomb
casualties. It paints an unpleasant picture of the inhabitants
who survived the initial blast, but it allays many of the
original fears about radiation effects.
The report says that "much that is hopeful for the survivors is to be found in this article, for by separating the
real horror from the imagined, the ABCC has both identified
and reduced the tragedy.
THE COMMISSION began its study in 1947 keeping tab
on 100,000 persons in the two Japanese cities, and the final
report published in the official publication of the academy
evaluates 600 technical reports compiled during this 20-year
period.
Findings on the more hopeful side show that congenital
malformations in children of radiation-exposed parents have
not increased, and leukemia among children of parents exposed to radiation within 2000 years of "ground zero" has
declined and no increase is expected.
THE MORE TRAGIC conclusions of the commission's findings indicate that cancer of the thyroid in radiation-exposed
women is markedly on the upswing, and a high increase of
mentally 1·etarded children who were exposed to radiation
while in their mother's wombs was found.
Reports like this illustrate to the world only too well the
dangers and consequences of a limited or unlimited war. As
Hanoi and Washington cautiously parry back and forth for
the right moment to negotiate a peace for Southeast Asia
and as Russia and China try to iron out their diffiferences
"''"rationally over the conference table, let the official emissaries
of participating countries bear the conclusions of this report
in mind as they try to work toward a satisfactory settlement
of inernational disagreements.
THE SWIFTER alternative-unlimited wa1·-to weeks of
fatiguing bickering over a confe1·ence table may not leave
enough competent people around to compile a more horrifying report 20 years hence.
-Lynne Frindell

Dames Club to Hold Annual Spring Tea
The Kappa Chapter of UNM
Dames Club will have its annual
Spring Tea Sunday, Feb. 19,
from 2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the
,~sther Thomas Lounge in the
Union.
Entertainment will be by the
Albuquerque Music Theatre and
will feature singers and music
from their latest show "West

Side Story'' and other coming
productions.
Married women attending the
University, wives of students attending the University, and faculty wives are eligible to attend
the tea.
Regular meetings are every
first and third Thursday and are
held in Room 231C of the UNM
Union.

Americans Should Study
King's Associates, Goals
By MII{E KUNIKIS
The "Reverend" Martin Luther
King is certainly one. of the most
important men in America today,
He is looked up to by thousands
of Negroe13 in this country as
their savior, .But is he?
Before 1955, nothing m1,1ch happened to "Reverend" King, except two small incidents, as reported in Time of Jan. 3, 1964, in
which the "Reverend" attempted
suicide.
King has surrQunded himself
with many aides and consultants,
both Negro and white, whose
backgrounds need to be looked
into. One such man is Bayard
Rustin, secretary and advisor to
l{ing. In the Washington post on
Aug. 11, 1963, King described
Rustin as a "brilliant, efficient
and dedicated organizer and one
of the best and most persuasive
interpreters
of
nonviolence,"
However, in 1953, Rustin was ar·
rested in Pasadena for sexual
peruersion,
Rustin was, also, the organizer
for the Young Communist League
for five years, and a member of
enumerable Communist front
groups. In 1957 he attended the
sixteenth national convention of
the Communist party. Rustin,
later, participated in an antiAmerican demonstration in Russia.
Another individual who was in
the employment of the "Reverend" King was Hunter Pitts
O'Dell. The Internal Security Subcommittee of the United States
Senate said that "Mr. O'Dell has
been identified . • • as being the
district organizer of the Communist Party in New Orleans." In
1962, the Uouse Committee on
Un-American Actvitities published a two volume study entitled
"Structure and Organization of
the Communist Party of the United States." In the study is a list of
those elected to the National Com·
mittce of the Communisyt Party
USA including the name of Hunter Pitts O'Dell.
After O'Dell had been working
in King's Southern Christian
Leadership Conference for a
while, people started to complain
about his Communist background.
So "Reverend" King fired O'Dell.
O'Dell got another job as the administrator of the New York office of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, which is
headed by Dr. Martin Luther
King.
Throughout his tareer King
has given and accepted the aid of
many Communists, including (all
identified Communists) Carl and
Anne Bradan, Aubrey Williams,
James Drombrowski, and Abner
Berry. (In a letter to Carl and
Anne Bradan, King urged both of
them to become permanently associated with the Southern Chris·
tian Leadership Conference.)

King has also been affiliated
with many organizations which
are identified Communiat fronts.
These include the Highlander
Folk School and the Southern
Conference Educational Fund,
which was described by three
agencies of the government as a
Communist.
Let's turn to King's practice
of "nonviolence.'' The essence of
King's theory on nonviolence that
appeared in the Saturday Review
on April 3, 1963, was that the
violence that usually occurs isn't
unexpected. It isn't to be avoided,
isn't something to be sorry about.
It is
what is wanted. It is

the ppint of the whole production.
The time has come to 1:1peak out
against King. He has no real interest in the welfare of the Negro. He doesn't sel!m to mind that
it is exactly because of his own
activities that Negroes aren't
making the progress he complains
they aren't.

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

®11111 ii,.N ili®JP£
What to Do
About China
By ARTHUR HOPPE
San Franciscl! Chronicle

pmme kel!ps ringing
uninformed citizens calling up to ask:
(1) What's going on in China anyway? And (2) which side should we
root for anyway? And (3) what should we do about it anyway?
Frankly, I got a little tired of answering, "I don't know, Lyndon
why don't you ask Dean?" Or vice versa. So I checked through th;
recent newspaper files. And the reason why this vast, enigmatic nation
of 700 million 1:1ouls is in a state of chaos bordering on anarchy becomes
immediately clear:
Mrs. Mao Tse-tung is mad at Mrs. Liu Shao-chi.
Most expert China watchers, of course, simply brush the whole
thing off by saying that it's Mr. Mao who's mad at Mr. Liu-Mr. Liu
being the nominal president of the country and too easy-going for Mr.
Mao's taste.
But what touched off the riotous uncivil war on which the fate of
the world may hang? All we have are hints-tlte first being that Mrs.
Mao is a 53-year·o1d forrner B-rnovie actress. And you know how they
arc.
The second is that Mrs. Liu is dcseribed as "very attractive" and a
nifty dresser. And you know how First Ladies are.
And lastly, we have the fact that Mrs. Mao suddenly began showing
up at rallies last year wearing an army cap, a khaki uniform with the
sleeves and trousers too long, and tennis shoes. The gist of her message was that all other ladies ought to dress that way, too. Or else.
From this, we expert lady watchers can put two and two together. I
assume the scene was some diplomatic function. There's Mrs. Mao
matching in militantly in her rumpled khaki. And that's Mrs. Liu in a
smashing sequined cheong-sam with a slit up the side revealing a
great deal of her dialectical materialism.
"So good of you to come," says Mrs. Liu. "And what an interesting
costume. How is your dear husband?"
"He sets an example for us all/' says Mrs. Mao, glowering, ''by
thinking of nothing but the class struggle and the glorious revolution."
"Yes, I can see why," says Mrs. Liu, plucking at Mrs. Mao's baggy
elbow. "But then none of us is getting any younger, are we?"
"Sex is bourgeois re\·isionism," snaps Mrs. Mao. "We must sacrifice
ourselves body and soul to Marxist~Leninist-1\laoism. It was this dedi·
cation that caused me to give up my brilliant career in the cinema.''
"Oh?" says Mrs. Liu sweetly. "And I always thought it was the ad·
vent of talkies."
Well, hell hath no fury like a one-time movie starlet who has hit 53.
And the re!!u1ting holocaust should surprise no one.
This clear analysis leaves us with the question of whom to root for.
I'tn rooting for Mrs. Liu on the grounds that the force she represents
is more eternal, rnore overwhelming and a lot more fun.
As to how we can best exploit the lessons of the China crisis, I have
merely taken to answering the phone: "Mrs, Brezlmev says Mrs. Kosygin uses hair remover on her upper lip.''
Of course, some expert Chinn watchers are going to te11 you sneeringly that this whole analysis is unbelievable. If so, just ask them for
theirs.

La Dolce Vita
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Continued expansion
of our military and commercial business
provides openings
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WHY IS MR. G'S

INSIGHT A'ITACKED
Dear Editor;
A publication such as Insight is
interesting for several reasons.
There is apparently the feeling
among many students in the
United States that freedom of
speech carries with it the freedom to be disrespectfu1. The voice
of dissent or of protest has come
to be valued widely when it claims

durable corduroy
with laminated knit!
Inside and out if's about the
smartest new leisure style for
men. In a material combination
and styling so smartso good looking - it's bound
to be good for your moral!
was $26.95

'

registration. If Insight is an
analysis, it should not infer; if an
evaluation, it should be substantial; if merely the best "the committee" could do, it should be
forgotten.
Frank Hansberger, lll

•• t . . . .

co1mb,in~~d

Now you know who's afraid of the wolf. &verybOOy!
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Any "evaluation" ending with
WRONG ABOUT THE
to be the democratic voice. But
this does not mean that merely "This professor is not recomBIRCHERS
any survey of student opinion, mended" which consists of three
Dear Editor:
however uneven, feeble, or inade- sentences is pretentious and ir'fhe lettet· to the LOBO by quate, may rightly claim to be responsible. The results of this
Mar~;ha Tecklin is just another
authoritative.
crude mbtture of concrete quotaexample of leftist misinformation
I am aware that "the commit- tion and vague summary are suand untruths. If Miss Tecklin tee" in its defensive and raw pre- perficiality and obscurity. ToQ often it w(luld seem that when "the
would have bothered to go out and face has admitted that Insight is committee" lacked detailed infor·
see RobeJ·t Welch when he was to be received as only a "partial mation, it supplied assertion.
corrective" and that "certain fail·
here in Albuquerque, she would ures" have kept it short of "com· perversion.
Any genuine presentation of
have seen that he did indeed .an- pletene~;s." But a certain sophoswer questions from the floor. To · moric dogmatism in the tone of a the responses of a university's
students to its teachers would decite another example, Mr. G. Ed- number of the appraisals serves mand a thorough and accurate reto indicate that many of them are
ward Griffin, a Birch spokesman, only ''sporadic and uncontrolled port from each Qr all of the teachgave a SJleech here two months outbursts of protest."
er's classes which would be under
ago. He too answered questions
"The committee's'' m e t h o d discussion. Insight's :failure, or reseems in fact to have been very fusal, to exal!line and report its
directly from the floor.
heavy-handed. Furthermore, it is
This charge by Miss Tecklin is impossible to tell who in fact limitations as exactly as was posjust another example of leftist derived these pompous conclu- sible is bewildering, especially
since it was circulated during
untruths. My advice to her is that sions which tinkle of finality,
she go out and see conservative
speakers before she makes such
faulty statements about them.
Cordially,
Michael A. Kunikis

Ha,nd~;onte

Shall I ask Amelieans to sullendah now obi wait' bit mohl?

p~ge5
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As you contemplate one of the most important decisions
of your life, we suggest you consider career opportuhities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. like most everyone
else, we offer all of the usual "fringe" benefits, in·
eluding our Celrporation·financed Graduate Education·
Program. But, far more Important to you and your fu·
ture, Is the wide·open opportunity for professional
growth with a company that enjoys an enviable record
of stability In the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
technology.

no mistake about it • , • you'll get a solid
feeling of satisfaction from your contribution to our
11ation•s economic growth and to its national defense
as well.

And make

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in: MECHAN•
ICAL, AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL, CIVIL (structures
oriented), ELECTRICAL, MARINE, and METALLURGI·
CAL ENGINEERING • ENGINEERING MECHANICS,
APPLIED MATHEMATICS, CERAMICS, PHYSICS and
ENGINE£RING PHYSICS.
f'or further Information concerning a career with Pr~tt
& Whitney Aircraft. consult your college placement
officer-or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
~ ;Connecticut 06108.

Take a took at the above chart; then a good long look at
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft-where technical careers offer
exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting sta·
bility-:where engineers and scientists are recognized as
the maJor reason for the Company's continued success.

SPECIALISTS IN POWER , • • POWER FOR PROPULSIONPOWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS
INCLUDE MILITARY AND COMMERCIALAIRCRAFI', MISSILES,
SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE ANI) INDUstRIAL APPLICATIONS.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
COtiNICTICUT OPDtATibNS EAST ~ARTFORD, CONNECtiCUT
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'Night and Fog' Resembles

Kosinski's 'Painted Bird'
By BRIAN LEO
Reading "The Painted Bird,''
by Jerzy Kosinski is a rough assignment. In its spirit of treatment it seems cut from the same
viewpoint as a movie seen here recently, "Night and Fog," by Alain
Resnais; I mean to treat these
two projects together-! feel that
they are the two outstanding
works on the subject.
The subject is the elimination
of Jews by the Third Reich during World War II:
"Oh, that again, God, it's over,
let it stay forgotten.''
Must Not Be Forgotten
There are several reasons why
this phenomenon must not be forgotten. These reasons are best
covered by certain media, certain
points of view, which operate on
the level of regurgiation of human misery.
The work of Kosinski and Resnais is considerably different, because of the quality of the artistic
approach to the subject, but primarily because they are concerned with HOW we might remember-resolve this history.
Vast Difference
It is a vast difference which
separates the body of work on
this fact of our time, a fact which
fills out every contour of the term,
"the worst," from these two pivotal treatments. The conditions
which isolate this movie and book
are qualities of sympathy and objectivity.
The adoption of a broader view
of the murdering of these millions is amplified by the unmistakeable motif of the unknowing
of the general populace that they
were performing a sin of the grossest kind.
Focus on Death
The other side of this concerns
the smallest view, a sympathy
which remains clear and graspable because the inm!r motif, focusing on the death of single humans, is never expanded without
reason to the ungraspable prospect of the death of several millions.
·
Kosinski succeeds in the presentation of the Aryan, Nordic,
Master race hangup, whatever the
hell you want to call it, because
he never deals with it in a definitiveness of character, but exclusively in the utter endpoints
of the dynamic hysteria itself. He
always maintains the conflicts
completely surrounding the young
central character in an unblinking, rapine fury, on a personal or
even private level.
Book Is Superlative
This care and compression in
what seems a series of vignettes

New English Head
Wants Flexibility
Development of increased flexibility in the English department
curriculum is one of the primary
goals of Dr. Joseph Frank, newly
arrived chairman of UNM's department of English.
Dr. Frank told the LOBO this
week that the department has
hired a new teacher of creative
writing and plans to make several
more additions to the facult~ this
year.
He pointed out that the curricula of English 257 and 490 are
largely based on the special interests or abilities of the individual
professor. "These are not textbook
courses," he said, "and this is all
to the good/' He said he hoped to
see the addition. ot more speeialinterest courses.
Dr. Frank, who succeeds Dr.
Franklin Dickey as head of the
English'· department,·· came to
UNM from the U~iversity of
Rochester in New York, where· he
had been a member of the faculty
since 1948.
Writing and re~~earcb on the
17th century is his mnjor i)tteJ:.est.
He is the author of sever•~ h~s
torical et.nd literary studies and·
bas published tvio ~olle~~ , t;eiit..,
books.
-"- 1 n·, "'
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make the book the superlative
view that it is.
To my mind a description of
"The Painted Bird" as a fictional
exploration in the process of 'relinquishment,' is the most workable view.
This relinquishment is noncyclic, calm, and really very private; it is a more eruptive and an
eastern European projection of
Faulkner's motif of the same
name.
There is no way of erasing the
discomposure which we must
bear in remembering the bolo:

caust. Mr. Kosinski's book, and
Resnais' film are essential in
their points of clarification of this
burden. Many elements must be
left off because they are 'not rememberable,' and cannot be
borne.

U.ls79th-HighSource Of Peace Corpsmen

Monday, February 13, 1967

UNM is the nation's 79th ranking source of Peace Corps volunteers say figures recently released b; the agency.
As the New Year began, 88
former UNM students, including
35 now overseas, had served in

Lobos Pull Out Overtime Victory

one of 56 countries that have
hosted volun~ers ~in!!e 1961.
After addmg eight host conntries to its ~oster in. 1966, ~he
Peace Cor~s lS expectmg contmued expans~on-by as many li!S ten
countries-m 1967.

The New Mel{ico Lobos kept
their hopes alive for a post-season tourpament bid Saturday
night by squealdng past Air
Force r/3-64 in overtime in Colorado Spt•ings,
The Falcons dominated the entire game and led virtually every
step of the way. New Mexico finally pulled ahead for the second
time \vith 9:02 left in the game.
Then after the lead again changed hands several times New Mexico took a two point lead, 60-58,
with a little over a minute left to
play.
Fred Budinger hit two free
throws that put the game into
ovel'time. With time still showing
on the clock Mel Daniels and Bill
Morgan, both missed shot from
underneath the basket.
Lobos Score First
Daniels scored the first two
points in overtime to give the
Lobos the lead, but then four
straight charity tosses gave the

SPORT SHI·RTS-t ·p·RICE
AT

Jirtnttatt' 1l

WHY IS MR. G'S

PIZZA

TERRACE AND CENTRAL

SO GOOD?

ENGINEERING, SCIENCE, MATH MAJORS:

Ever stop to
think that
9/10 of your talents
may lie
underneath
the surface?

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Falcons a. two point advantage,
64-62 and they recovered the ball
after the Wolfpack failed to score.
Don Hoover stole the ball with
2 ;30 to go with the Falcons in a
stall and then passed to Daniels
who dunked it to tie the score.
Ron Nelson put the Lobos out in
front again with a key jump shot
from the top of the circle. Then
he hit two free throws a little less
than a minute later and then with
38 seconds left Hoover hit for
two making it 70-64 and putting
the game out of reach for the
Falcons.
Mel took the game scoring honors with 5 points - 17 of them
in the second half and the overtime. And Nelson who has been
figuring prqminently in Lobo
scoring added 21 to help the
cau·se.
With seven minutes to go in
the first half the Lobos took the
lead for the first time after the
Falcons had jumped to a 5-2 lead

Page 7

in the opening minutes of play.
After New Mexico took the lead
21-20 Ah• Force hit six straight
and with just over two minutes
left led by 32-23.
New Mexico cut this margin to
33-29 by intermission and it was
tough going the rest of the way.
The attendance at the game
was 1888 and those fans saw the
NEW MEXICO
FG FT.A TP
Morga,n

5

Monroe
3
Daniels
12
Nelson
9
Hoover
1
Sanford
1
Grimes
2
TOTALS
33
Personals, 22. Fouled out, 'none.

AIR FORCE

FG

Budinger
Bebout
Parsons
Dowling
Olive
Edgerly
Bensley

6

0·0
1-3
1-2
3-4

2-2

0-0
0-0

7-11
FT-A
8-TlO

6

0-0

5
4

8-5

2
0
0

0-0

EARN YOUR MASTER'S DEGREE
OR PhD WHILE YOU WORK

10

7
25
21

4
2
4
78

.·.

TP

"

;..

20
12

13

8
8
2
1

4-6
2·2
1-2

TOTALs
28
18-26
l>crsonals, '1'7 ~ F<>uled out, none.

New Mexico team commit 22 fouls
as compared to 17 for the Ail.·
Academy Falcons.

64

Meeting Tuesday

Fencing Club
'rhe UNM Fencing Association,
a newly organized club for fencers
and anyone else interested in fencing, will hold an election and instruction meeting Tuesday. Joe
Sackett, club prlo'sident, announced
the purpose of the meeting:

•

IS

Organizing

Basically, the club hopes to allow anyone, regardless of gender,
to have an opportunity to practice fencing and to learn the fundamentals. For those who want a
chance to get in on the ground
floor of a great sport at UNM,

MR. G'S PIZZA
GIVES FREE
COFFEE REFILLS

Mrs. Hugh Miller will start a new
class for novices Tuesday night.
1\:h·s. Miller is a nationally recognized fencing master.
Since. the club dues are only $3.
per year and professional fencing
instruction often runs to $5 an
hour, this is a rare opportunity
fot• UNM students.
The Tuesday meeting will be
held in room 139 (Street Shoe
Gym) of Johnson Gym at 7 p.m.
Thereafter, subsequent meetings
will be held every Tuesday and
Thu1·sday.

AT
MOTOROLA

IN @@[1@00~00[1 PHOENIX

.
'

Motorola offers the student at the BS or MS level an op·
portunity to advance his career and education concurrently.
Work and achieve a Master's or PhD Degree in an environ·
ment of constant challenge and tremendous growth.
THE ENGINEERING TRAINING PROGRAM

<.

Open to BS or MS graduates in Electrical Engineering,
Chemical Engineering or Physics with a B average or better.
While pursuing an MS or PhD degree at Arizona State University each trainee is placed in a rotational program cov·
ering four engineering activities at Motorola.
THE MARKETING TRAINING PROGRAM

it

Open to BS graduates in Electrical Engineering or Physics
with a B·average or better. Marketing trainees may work
toward an MBA or an MS or PhD degree. Rotational assign·
ments are in the marketing area.

~
)

I)

MR. JOHN MARSHALL
because you care
about your clothing!
DRY CLEANING the
Sanitone Professional

I

~\

way

....,

will be recruiting on campus
FEBRUARY 14, 1967
Direct Placement at all Degree Levels for •••
• Electrical Engineers • Organic & Physical Chemists

• Physicists

• Chemical Engineers

• Metallurgists

in Research and Development, Qualify Control,

.,

Marketing, and Production.

If you are unavailable for an Interview at this
time write directly to: Director of College Relations,
Motorola Inc., Semiconductor Products Division,
5005 East McDowell, Phoenix, Arizona 85008.

fil\MOTOROLA

call 243-56n toclayl

INC.

\fY Sernlc:onctuctor Products
AN

Division

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

•

Now that you have your technical background, you may be sublimating one of the
most valuable assets in business today-a
kinetic personality.
Combine these career assets with an alert,
common-sense approach to solving business
problems and you could be the kind of person
IBM's Data. Processing Division is looking for.
We're talking about IBM's new field of Computer Applications-the creative application
of computers in solving problems of almost
any kind. And the kind of man or woman it

Do you know. ..
How to get a scholarship...where to get
an educational loan ...the tuition costs
in other colleges ...the capital of the
Malagasy Republic ...the difference
between Taoism and Confucianism ...
what the moon looks like ...who won the
National League Batting title in 1956?

FENCING INSTRUCTIONS. are given a student by instructor
Mrs. Hugh Miller, left. The new club is open to anyone who has
an interest in the sport.

Could be.
takes to "make it" in the field. Perhaps you.
Just what is Computer Applications?

the TRIANGLE LOUNGE

It's a mix of your engineering, scientific or
math education with your ability to solve
business problems and advise b.usiness management. A mix that can give you unusual opportunities for personal growth, advancement and
financial rewards.

wishes to announce the

GRAND OPENING
THURSDAY-FEB. 16

Best of all, IBM will train you thoroughly for
your new career. At full pay. Sotmd interesting? It is.

•

Hi de-N-Seek
ROOM-DOWNSTAIRS

IBM

•

Intimate
•

Whatever your imJUediate commitments, whateve~; your area of study,.
sign up now for an on-campus interview wi~h IBM,· February 24.

Pitchers 'n Mugs

Whether you're writing a term paper, trying to
preserve your bankroll or playing trivia, you•n·
find all the answers in the New Revised 1967
Reader's Digest Almanac and Yearbook. Here are
1024 pages, 300 new photographs, the main
events of the year in every field and 1,000,000
facts-index:ed for quick and easy reference.
Pick up a copy at your college bookstore or
wherever magazines and books are sold.
Only $1.75, now on sale.

Dancing

• Live
Entertainment

If for some reason, you aren't able

to arrange an interview, drop us :dine. Write to: Manager of College Recruiting,
niM CorporatiQn, H24 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California. IBM is an Equ,al Opportunity. EmJlh)ycr.

SCHLITZ Beer
on Draft

•
-:~··

•

·.

I
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Scott, Loudat Pace Lobos in Track Meet
By NOOLEY nEINHEARDT
New Mexico won seven of 15
events Saturday night to overshadow the other five Western
Athletic Conference teams in the
first conference indoor track and
field meet at Tingley Coliseum.
WAC two-mile and cross country champion George Young and
teammate Web Loudat turned in
the night's outstanding performances by breaking coliseum records in the two-mile and the mile.
Scott broke the record he set
only two weeks ago in the Albuoueroue Jaycee Indoor by running
the two miles in 8:50.4, bettering
his old mark of 8:57.6.
He lapped the entire field once
in the race and passe4 two foes
twice. It was the second time in
two weeks that Scott turned in
the best two-mile performance
ever in Albuquerque-and his performance won him the most valuable athlete award in the meet.
Loudat in Fast Mile
Loudat, running his best mile
ever, turned in a 4:06.6 performance to break the old coliseum
record by 1.6 :;;econds. Before
Saturday the best Web could manage in the mile was an outdoor
4:06.8.
The meet was not official WAC
competition and no official team
standings were kept. However,
unofficial scores had New Mexico
with 74 points and meet co-favorite Brigham Young with 59:
Two top Lobo competitorsSteve Caminiti and Mike Thornton missed the meet because of
injuries and another, Clark

Mitchell, missed because he has
some school work to make up before he will be able to compete.
Two other Lobos were injured
during the meet-sprinter Rene
Matison and hurdler George
Loughridge, Matison stumbled

the triple jump; Ken Head in the
440; Pat Cox in the 1000 and the
mile relay tf;lam of Adrian DeWindt, Jim Singer, Baxter, and
Head.
The BYU Cougar:;; tallied four.
wlt\s, Arizona three, and Wyo-

Write amusing satire
(or any other kind)

Sell deadly
serious
advertising

A & W ROOT BEER
DRIVE-IN

Look for the Bright Oran~e Building.! '

•••
(tomato, leHuce, cheese)
Try them with ROOT BEER

•• 20c

IS LOOKING FOR YOU!

each

IN a FROSTE;D MUG
Orders To Go

Phone 256-1118

J627 Monte Vista NE

The JUGGLER-Pronounced the best college humor magazine
in the whole world by an independent research facility.

.

•

LONG JUMP: 1. Pertti Pousi, BYU, 24'4*-"; 2. Ira Robinson, NM, 24'.. %11 :
3. Bob Hanrahan, DYU, 23'-7": 4. Reid
Ehlen berg, AU, 23'·2"; 5. Vie Washington. Wyo .• 21'-9".
60 YD. HIGH HURDLES: 1. Dale Fredec;":'> Tick, AU. tz'.l; 2. Dennis Hall, Uatah,
7.3; 3. Jerry Saffell, Wyo., 7.4: 4. HB1'old DaileY, UNM, 1.5 ; 5. Tom Bonin,
BYU, 7.6.
60 YD. DASH: 1. R<'lle Matison, UNM,
6.0; 2 • .Terry Bright, ASU. 6.1; 8. Be~
nie Rivets, UNM, 6.1 ; 4. Jerry Kimball,
AU, 6.2; 5, Dave Reeves, BYU, 6.3.
60 YD. LOW HURDLJ;:S: 1, Jerry Saffell
Wyo., 6.8 : 2. Dennis Hall, Utah, 6.9: 3.
Jim Maw, BYU, 11.9: 4. Hatold BaileY,

Q··.

14'...

2-MILE RUN: 1. George Scott,
8 :50.4; 2. Mike Gre<>:orio, Wyo.,
3. Bob Nanninl<a, UNM, !i :30.2:
ry Jobski, ASU, !1:58.0; 5. A1
Utah, 10:07.4.
1000-YARD RUN: I. Pat Cox,
2:11.3; 2. Wcl> Loudat, UNM,
3. qerry Cleave, Wyo., 2 :12.6:
Robtnrton. ASU, 2:13.9-

Chemistry Professor

UNM,
2:11.9:
4. Ken

FOlt SALE
FAMOUS Personality Pd•ters, 2'h'x3%'
McQueen~ Peter Fot'lda; Hrattdo. Lenn,;
Broce, Mao, Fi~ld•. All~n Ginsburg,
· Finstein, Dylan, Rolling Stones Newman. Clint Eastwood plus tttor~. •end
for l!•t. Shipping anywhere in U.S.
prepa•d. 1 '1\oster $1.75, 2 n111ters $a.oo
3 poslets $4.2~. Madam ButMrflv's Gi(t
Shon, 4609 E. Ctllral<, llenver Colorado

Found Dead in Home
J. L. Reibsomer, professor and
former head of the UNM chemistry department, ws found dead
of gunshot wounds in his South
Valley home Monday afternoon, a
gun was found by his side.
Mrs. Reibsomer found the body
of her 61-year old husband in the
bedroom of their home at 2160

4. JerSeeley,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65~-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
mu•t be submitted by 11oon on dali' before
publlention to Room 159, Stude•t Publica·
tions Building, l>r telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

Unusual career opportunities? Fringe benefits?
Ideal locations? Exciting work? Advancement potential?
Well, almost every industrial concern can offer
those.
We can .show you dozens of photographs of career pimple working at Collins, using the finest
facilities and tools available. But that isn't the whole
Collins story.
You see, one of our biggest specialities is you.
Your speciality is special at Collins. Every major
engineering breakthrough at Collins can be traced
to an individual specialist or team of specialists.

Which leads to another speciality: state-of-the-art
communication ·systems. Co11ins' record of "firsts"
over the years is an enviable one: single sideband
development, space communication systems, aircraft all-weather landing systems, high-speed data
communication and message switching networksto name a few.
We suggest you contact Collins' representative
when he's on campus. And contact your college
placement officer for details.
The rest of the Collins story? We frankly can't.tell
you at this moment.
You'll be writing it.

8M20.

Dr, J. L. neibsomer

FOR RENT
ROOMS . for t•nt tor women stude11ts. 5
blocks fl'()m UNM, For details, eall 26S.
5P66.
EFFlmENCY anartmcnll!, 1 bloek west or
UNM, 179.50 to $85.00 all utilities paid.
Some with improvement.. Furnished, ofl'etrl!et parkin~~:. can f1nm Cooner. 265.
85'11, eves. 842-1!280. Caird-Norris Realty.
216, 9, to.
'
·
LARGE anartment. l! bedrooll1, nPw turn•
i•hhuu., cfflcien~y kitehen. All utilities in·
eluded. Call Sarn Cooner, ~65.g571, eves.
g~:MI2SO. Calrd-Norri$ Realty, 2/G, 9, 10.

COMMUNICATION I COMPUTAtiON I CONTIWL

~

COLLINS

~

SERVICES

:tYPEWnt'l.'Eit snles & services, all makes,

20 per cent discount with thi• ad. Free
pickllP & delivery, E & E ':typewriter
S<;rvice, 2211 Coal s:m. Phone 243..()588.

seven men and wounded four
others.
Elsewhere in the war-American planes continued to bomb
supply lines in North Vietnamand U.S. Marines killed 37 Comunists in a series of jungle
clashes.
-0u.s., Russia Agree On.Treaty
U.S. and Soviet negotiators
have come to terms on the text
of a d1·aft treaty halting the
spread of nuclear weapons. Offi-

Dr. Reibsomer

UNM,

WANT ADS

Sen. Rivers Wants Bombing Tripled

-0-

what'·s so special about Collins?

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY I DALLAS, 'fEXAS • CEDAR RAPIOS, IOWA • NEWPORT BI:ACH, CALIFORNIA • TORONTO, ONTARIO
Bangkok • Beirut • Frankfurt • Hong !long • lluala lumpur • lo~ Angeles • london • Melbourne • Me~ico Cily • NI!W York • Paris • Rome • Washington • Wellington

.

.

.......

'
'
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News Roundup

Death By Error
Badly placed artillery fire
hit U.S. 1st Cavalrymen attack-

9 :18.0;

SSO-YAlm RUN: 1. Bob Richards DYU
1:54.6 : 2. Pete DiOrio. UNM, '1 :55.0:
3. Pete Smith. Wyo., 1:56.6; 4. Pani
r.o~,.tretl•. ASU, 2:00.0.
HIGH JUMP: 1. Ed Carntllets, AU, 6'll:Ji": 2. Ed Ha*lks. BYU,. 6'..1\1£" ~ 3..
Dragan Andje!Jtovic. BYU, 6'-7%'"; 4.
Georg? Loughr1dge, UNM. 6' ·'I¥,".
2. An ..o'la State, :l :25.3: 3. Brigham
M!LE RELAY: 1. New Mexico, 3:22.7;
Yount<, 3 :•lU\: 4. Wvnmlno:, !! :?8.0.

By CHUCK REYNOLDS
Tom Joule, National Student Association co-ordinator at
UNM,
told the LOBO yesterday that "The only thing the
r:.
'.
UNM
affiliate
of the NSA can do at this time is acknowledge
'
1·...
that a blunder has been made in our high national office."
i ··
It was revealed yesterday that the Central Intelligence
L SPUUS, SOPHOMORE WOMEN'S HONORARY, conducted its annual project of selling Spur-0·
Agency has been secretly subsidizing some NSA activities
Grams Monday for Saint Valentine's Day. The organization made $50 by charging 25 cents for a
since 1960. Joule said that Eugene Groves, NSA national
written Spur·O-Gram and 35 cents for a singing one. (LOBO Photo by Pawley)
president, made the decision in 1965 to sever relations be------~------------------~~~--~------~--~~--------------~~----~------------ tweentheNSAandtheCIA;
the connection will be exposed in a Ramparts magazine article in the March issue, Joule added.
Joule said he contacted
Tom Isgar, former NSA coordinator at UNM who is
now a national NSA officer
Cape
Horn.
Grande
to
The Chairman of the House ing guerrilla positions near the cials in Geneva say the treaty
pact
does
permit
developThe
in Washington, D.C. Isgar
Armed Service committee says city of Qui Nhon. The shell killed rules out creation of any multithe U.S. should triple its bombing of North Vietnam.
Congressman Mendel Rivers
called for the action to wipe out
the stockpiles of Communist supplies built up during the four-day
truce for the Lunar New Year.
The South Carolina Democrat
:Praised President Johnson for
ordering the bombing resumed.

U;NM, '1.0; 5. Tob Bonin, BYU, 7.1.

MILE RUN: 1. Web LoUdat, UNM, 4:06.6
2. Bob Richards. BUU, 4 :11.6; 3. Adri·
an DiWendt, UNM, 4:14.0; 4. Sal Mendoza, Utah, 4:17.0; 5. John Finlay,
Wyo., 4:17.7.
SHOT PUT: 1. Ken Patera, BYU, 55'5%": 2. Isah Oakes, ASU. 53'-9¥..": 3.
Roy Thurman, BYU, 53'-6*" i 4. Mike
Jeffrey, UNM, 47,-&%-''.
600 YARD RUN: I. Paakko Tuominen,
DYU, 1:10.8; 2. Ron Freeman, ASU,
1:11.0: 3. Jim Hawkins, Uath, 1 :12:8:
4. Jim Go11i!ley, AU, 1:14.1.
440 YARD RUN: 1. Ken Head, UNM,
49,5; 2. Tom McMurray, BYU, 49.8: 3.
Brent Carter, Wyo., 50.8; 4. Earl Me·
Dowell, ASU. 66.6.
TRIPLE JUMP: 1. Art Baxter, UNM,
50'...11'¥.:": 2. Pertti Pousf, BYU, 50'·'hn
3. Bob Ha"nrallan, DYU, 47-2%"; 4. Bill
Fotsyth, UNM, 43'-'li ".
POLE V AUL"r: 1. AI Teasley, AU, 15'-3";
2. Joe PowdreU. UNMt 15'---3" i 3. Jon
CafFey, UNM, 14'9": 4. A1 Balmrorth,
BYU, H'-9" : 5. Mike Markham, ASU,

.

Joule NC oses
National NSA
Made Blunder

Draw hilarious
artwork

ming one Only 2211 fans saw the
inaugUJ:al WAC indoor that is
slated to become an annual event.
Some had hoped for a better
crowd, but the performances were
outstanding for this early in the
season, especially coming only two
weeks after the Jaycee indoor.

...
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and pulled a muscle in the 60yard-dash and Loughridge fell
and tumbled on his back after the
finish of the low hurdles.
The events that New Mexico
won, in addition to the two-mile
and the mile were Rene Matison
in the 60-yard-dash; Art Baxter

~·

IF YOU CAN

•

I
I

• .. I

Don Andres SW at about 4 p.m.
Police said that a 20-gauge dou•
ble-barrelled shotgun was in his
lap and a bullet wound was below
his right ear. An autopsy was performed.
Chairman in 1948
Dr. Reibsomer came to UNM
in 1945 as a professor of chem•
istry and director of the summer
session and was made chairnlan
o£ the chnlei~try departnlent in

....

1948. He resigned as chairman in
1964 but continued teaching
classes.
Dr. Reibsomer received his B.S.
degree from DePauw University
in 1928 and his Ph.D. from Cornell in 1932. He was an instructor
at DePauw from 1932 until coming to UNM in 1948, where he was
assistant and associate professor.
He was acting chairman of the
chemistry department before being named chairman in 1941.
Science Aclldemy A ward
He received the 1966 Annual
Award of the New Mexico Academy of Science in recognition of
his contribution to science in the
state.
In 1958 officials of the College
Chemistry Teachers Awards Program chose Dr. Reibsomer as one
of the six top undergraduate
teachers in the nation.
Hetrocycle Research
His primary research work was
with hetrocyele (carbon compounds made up of atoms in a
ring). He published numerous articles and papers and served as
consultant and research chemist
for several major companies, including the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratories.
He was (l)ected president of the
New Mexico chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa and was listed in "Who's
Who in America" in 1966-67, Dr.
Reibsome1• was also a member of
the American Chemistry Society,
Sigma Psi, Blue Key, Biram
Lodge 13, and the Monte Vista
Christian Church.
He is usrvived by his wife!, a
teacher at Barcelona School, a
son, James, and S brothers.

lateral nuclear force by NATO. ment of nuclear devices for
It will be presented to the 17-na- peaceful uses.
-0tion disarmament conference
Rights Proposal Today
when it reconvenes February 1st.
President Johnson will send to
-0Nuclear Weapons Banned
congress today his proposals :for
Latin American nations signed civil rights legislation, including
their treaty today banning nu- housing.
clear weapons :from the Rio
Informeq !'OUrJ:es s11.y the 'l!'ngle
bill will include a gradual ,three•
stage end to discrimination in
housing-patterned after the
equal employment opportunity
section of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act. As such, open housing would
The Air Force is seeking ap- be voluntary the first year-apply
plications from college seniors to large developments and apartand graduates with academic ments the second year-and to all
backgrounds in science or engin- l•omPs nft~r that.
eering for the Officer Training
Program.
The Program offers an opportunity for college students to
fulfill their military obligation
Mrs. Darlene King, 42, wife
as commissioned officers while
UNM basketball coach Bob
of
working in an Air Force job corKing,
died last night at her
responding with their academic
after
a long illness.
home
background.
Mrs.
King
is survived by her
Further details on Air Force
husband
and
three children,
Office1·s opportunities are availChristine,
Gary,
and Larry of
able from TSgt. James W. Harthe
home,
3606
Cardenas
NE,
rison, at the Albuquerque Air
Albuquerque.
Force Recruiting Office.
Memarial services will be
held at 9 a.m. Thursday at
Film Classics
Strange-Thorne Mortuary. The
"My Little Chickadee," starbody will be sent to Bedford,
ring Mae West and W. 0. Fields,
Iowa, for further services and
will be presented by the Film
burial. Her parents re Mr. and
Committee this Friday at 7 p.m.
Mrs. Floyd Fickess of Gravity,
and 9:30 p.n1. at the Union theaI a.
ter.

Air Force Seeking
College Students

Bulletin

allegedly informed Joule that the
National Supervisory Board of the
NSA was to meet last night to
discuss a policy statement and
future stand on the issue. The relationship between the two agencies was known only by "two or
three high officials in the NSA.
who were 1;worn to se~n~cy by the
CIA," Joule said,
"It appears that Groves was,.•
asked by the CIA whether he ·
wanted to continue obtaining the
grants, mainly in support of the
foreign service desk, said Joule.
Groves declined to continue the
program after fifteen years of
secret support."
Rhodes Scholar
Groves is a Rhodes Scholar
from Oxford. United Press In·
ternational reported that Groves
and the other officers of the group
"decided that the relationship was
intolerable and inconsistent with
the ideal uf an open, democratic
student organization."
The NSA affiliate at UNM is an
executive committee of student
government receiving an annual
budget of $1500. It has successfully implemented a broad tutorial
program through several Albu:
querque elementary and junior·
high schools. A community action
program, an international travel
discount plan, and a community
student retail discount program
are also activities conducted by
the UNM arm of the NSA.
(Continued On Page 3)
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INSIGI-IT Creates Dispute
By TOI.\'1 GARCIA
The publication of INSIGHT,
student government's teacher
evaluation guide, has resulted in
considerable controversy on the
UNM campus.
Many members of the UNM
faculty have responded with letters of disapproval to the LOBO.
Associated Students President
Dan Dennison told the LOBO last
night that he is·not sure how to
deal with the criticism. As head
of the executive branch he was
responsible, he said, for seeing
that the CO\trse guide was published as planned. He said that
he had put complete confidence
in the evaluation committee and
did not read all of the a~tieles
hefore the book was published.
Dennison Contntertts
Dennison added that he felt
that the book's framework wns
sound, but something went wrong

during production. He commented
that there we1·e a few statements
that could not be justified, and
that as a result of a few mis·
takes the whole boook was jeopardh!:ed.
Dennison went on to say that
he felt the basic idea of a course
evaluation guide was a good one,
and added that in the future more
guidelines should be developed to
prevent any et·rors. He said that
the basic design needs to be more
elaborate.
Dr Wolf Disapproves
Dr. Phillip T. Wolf, professor
of government, said that he felt
the basic idea was good, but that
it was produced i)oorly. .He pointed out that there were many
obVious errors. One concerned
complaints about a text b o o k
which actually was not used. In
another case a female professor
was referred to as a "he."
He suggested that in the fU·

tute faculty opinion should be
used, since they have a fair idea
of other professors' qualities. He
said that many of the questions
were irrelevant and that many
comments were unfair to many
teachers.
~w
Professor Duncan Comments
Professor Robert M. Duncan
of the Spanish department has
submitted a formal letter to the
committee. He points out that
the survey was given to too few
students and the restl'ictive man·
ner of reporting was not fair to
the sam})ling of opinion."
lie .added that he felt that the
enth•e evaluation should be discontinued until a better method
of survey is developed. Measuring
the opinions of all students.
He said that basically the
whole idea was bad for faculty
morale an dmuch of the information was based on insufficient
evidence,

.
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